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Abstract
This article presents the understanding of the Solution in Autism from the (W) holistic Perspective of approaching autism
acknowledging the Indispensable role that CONSCIOUSNESS plays in Autism. For the first time, this paradigm-shifting
knowledge establishes the neurological connection between the Brain-Gut-Energy Fields-Consciousness quartet in
autism. It also presents the Practical Relevance of Applying this perspective and understanding in order to see the Actual
RESULTS of CURING the limiting symptoms of autism permanently.
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Introduction
Results: This is the keyword and the need of the hour as far as a CURE for Autism is concerned. By results of autism cure I
mean results such as a Nonverbal Autistic child actually speaking in coherent sentences, as an example [1]. When I use the
term ‘Cure’ in autism, I mean the disappearance of all the Limiting Symptoms in autism that is Unique and Specific for each
child with autism [2], [3].The Neurological understanding of the “Missing Piece” in autism holds the KEY to the Solution in
autism that is showing the Results of Actual Cure of the limiting symptoms in autism [4]. So, what exactly is this "missing
piece"? It is "Consciousness" and the Practical Application of the same through Applied Energy Medicine and Applied
Intentional Epigenetics that is the authentic autism cure that is already showing results on the ground today.
The Neurological Basis
Where is the Neurological basis in all of this? It is in understanding the Brain-Gut-Energy fields triad with Consciousness as
the glue holding all three together as a coherent unit that can be Applied to see the results of autism cure.
Let us now consider these scientific discoveries that mainstream medical professionals are confounded by today:
●

Dark Matter and Dark Energy - The Universe is made up of about 68 % of Dark Energy and about 27 % of Dark

matter. The rest, which includes everything on Earth, everything ever observed with all sophisticated instruments and all
“normal” matter adds up to less than 5 % of the universe. This brings up the question - shouldn’t this overwhelming
percentage of Dark Matter and Dark Energy which makes up to 95 % of our Universe be actually called the “Normal”
matter and energy? The interesting aspect of this discovery is that scientists do not know WHAT this dark matter and dark
energy is, at least, not yet.
●

98 % of the DNA in Human Beings is made up of "Junk" DNA, which is a region of DNA that usually consists of a

repeating DNA sequence, does not code for protein, and has No Known Function. In other words, in humans only about 2
percent of DNA actually codes for proteins. Just like how the Universe is made up of up to 95 % of the “Mysterious” dark
matter and dark energy, in the human body too, 98 % of the DNA is the “Mysterious “Junk DNA.
●

Experiments done by Russian Scientists have revealed that Human DNA can be Reprogrammed using words and

frequencies. Our DNA is inherently programmed to respond to language. Since clear “communication” with DNA requires
the correct frequency, individuals with more highly developed inner processes/consciousness will be more able to create a
conscious channel of communication with the DNA [5].
●

Neuroscientist Dr. Vilayanur Ramachandran’s experiments have confirmed that all that is separating one human

being from another is their skin. If the skin is removed, one can experience the other person's touch in one's mind and the
barrier between one human being and other human beings is dissolved. Every single person is actually quite literally
connected to others by their neurons and these neurons are in communication all the time. There is no real distinctiveness of
one individual's consciousness from somebody else's consciousness. [6].
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The field of Psychiatry is Redefining the “mind” as NOT being confined to the brain or even the body .The

interesting aspect of this new definition is that our mind extends beyond our physical selves. Our mind is not simply our
perception of experiences, but those experiences themselves. Not only that, it is impossible to completely disentangle our
subjective view of the world from our interactions. This is presented through the research of Dan Siegel, a professor of
psychiatry at UCLA School of Medicine and the author of a recently published book, Mind: A Journey to the Heart of Being
Human. [7]
●

Research done in the field of Neuro gastroenterology has revealed that the Human GUT functions like a Brain, and

in many aspects even controls the operations of the brain in the skull. The very same cells and the chemicals that being
released in the brain in the skull are present in the gut too. This has been explained in detail by Dr. Michael Gershon in his
book ‘The Second Brain’ [8].
What is it that CONNECTS all the above described Paradigm-Shifting scientific discoveries?
It is "Consciousness" which can also be described as “Universal Field of Intelligence” and as “All That Is” (by those who
may be more esoterically inclined).
What is the CONTENT of this "Consciousness"? For a more “scientific" understanding of the term, this Field of Universal
Intelligence which is Consciousness, consists of Dark matter and Dark energy, the “junk” DNA and the " Third brain " that
acts as the " holding space " for the information from other dimensions too . Needless to say, the information in this field of
“Consciousness” is primarily encoded through ENERGY frequencies, which is the Language of the Universe. (I have
explained this in detail in my book ‘How to Heal Autism and ADHD in 30 days) [9]. Consciousness also consists of
everything that is yet to be discovered and/or understood by "modern" science. To know more about the “Third Brain”, one
can peruse the article under the reference section below [10].
Relevance of This Understanding in Autism
The Brain in Autism is actually a complex system of the Brain in the Skull, the Brain in the Gut and the “Third Brain”. All
three are connected through the Energy Fields.
Let us explore this “system” for greater Clarity and Understanding:
1. The Brain in the Skull: It functions primarily as a transmitting /receiving mechanism for the energy signals that flow
in and through it from various sources including from the gut and from other dimensions too.
2. The Second Brain: It is the brain in the GUT, which should ideally be called the "First Brain" as it is the Gut Brain
that first senses the ENERGY Signals and Frequencies in the form of Emotions and then the brain in the skull
translates the same as “Thoughts”.
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3. The Third Brain: This third brain is connected to the neural network that extends from each being on this planet
beyond the confines of the skull and the anatomy of the gut. It is inter-dimensional in nature and contains all
frequencies of energies and their corresponding information. The reference for the neural network in the brain
extending beyond the skull and being connected to every other brain is present in the works of Neuroscientist
Vilayanur Ramachandran. In addition to this Dr. Rupert Sheldrake, author of the path-breaking book ‘Science Set
Free’ has explained through the term “Morphic Resonance”, the existence of a collective field of intelligence for
each species that any member of the species can tap into anytime they want [11].This “extended brain” is what I
refer to as the Global Brain or the Third Brain [10].
4. Energy Fields: This consists of the chakras, meridians and further refined subtle energies that constitute the field of
Energy Medicine Study and Applied Energy Medicine modality. What Connects these three brains is ENERGY,
operating through the subtle energy system [12], [13], [14], [15].
5. Consciousness: The Invisible and yet Most Tangible as ENERGY sensing/seeing/feeling THREAD that connects
ALL the above.
HOW Consciousness Effects and Ensures the smooth functioning of the human brain is By and Through the Energy Fields
or the ‘Subtle Energies System’ that underlies animates every single being in this Universe, human beings included.
Because, everything in the universe is made up of Energy and this has been proven by discoveries in the field of Quantum
Physics (explained in detail in my book ‘How to Heal Autism and ADHD in 30 Days’) [9].
In order to know more about the Brain-Gut- Energy Fields connection in Autism, it is recommended to peruse the articles
given under the reference section [16], [17].
The KEY to Autism Cure therefore lies in Understanding the Brain-Gut-Energy Fields- Consciousness Connection
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It is impossible to leave "Consciousness" out of the equation of understanding the next stage in human evolution, which is
Autism
PRACTICAL Application of This Understanding in Curing/Healing Autism
“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as being
self-evident. “- Arthur Schopenhauer
Applied Intentional Epigenetics and Applied Energy Medicine are the Cutting-Edge Sciences that combine All the above
understanding in order to produce the TANGIBLE RESULTS of Actually Curing/Healing the Limiting Symptoms in
Autism, especially and including Non-Verbal Autism. The case reports of the successfully healed cases of Autism, including
cases of non-verbal autism that who started speaking for the first time in their lives with these modalities is given under the
references section in this article. Perusing the articles will also provide a detailed understanding of these terms and
definitions and HOW these sciences are ALREADY being applied on the ground in healing/curing children with autism
from all over the world. [1], [2], [3], [4], [6], [9].
"Conventional/Mainstream" Medicine moves slowly and therefore is likely to take many more decades to come to an
“Agreement” about the "cure" for autism. The present unfortunate Reality is that “they” are STILL stuck going down the
failure path of the Autism Genome Project to find the CAUSE for autism when we are ALREADY onto the SOLUTION
and CURE for Autism.
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It is always those that think Outside the Box who come up with Solutions and Cures. History stands testimony to this
Fact. It was true then and it is true. Now too with respect to a Cure for Autism. The cutting edge sciences of Applied Energy
Medicine and Applied Intentional Epigenetics is unlocking this Autism Cure Today.
A Shift in Perspective is the only step that is required in order to be able to see the Solution that is already showing
RESULTS in Autism Healing / "Curing" Autism. (By Autism Cure I mean the complete disappearance of all the Limiting
Symptoms of Autism that is Unique and Specific to each person/child with Autism) [18], [19], [20].
It is the complete (W) Holistic Solution in autism that combines the understanding of the brain-gut-energy fieldsconsciousness quartet system to manifest the Results of these autistic children gaining freedom from their limiting
symptoms and thriving with their unique gifts and talents.
One can either wait for many more decades for mainstream medicine to "Come to an Agreement” on the Cause(s) of autism
OR one can Embrace the autism cure that is already working on the ground and Benefit from it right from Today.
This autism cure is based on the neurological understanding of the connection between the brain, gut, energy medicine
components of the Cure for Autism that is held together by the undeniably powerful Glue of "Consciousness". Take out
Consciousness out of Science and you lose the Ecstasy of receiving awe-inspiring Discoveries and Solutions that make our
human Experience and Evolution a worthwhile journey.
The "Coolest" thing in science today is engaging with "Consciousness" in the Co-Creative Discovery of Solutions for
conditions such as autism. And, This is just the Beginning. How much more exciting can authentic scientific exploration
get?
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